Cabinet Meeting Notes January 25, 2012

**Academic Calendar** – Cabinet is assessing potential fall semester opening dates and how they might impact campus services and budget.

**Summer Work Schedule** – Bonnie Martin will gather data on energy use so that the cabinet can set summer work hours that will maximize energy savings.

**Baseball** – Cabinet endorsed the Intercollegiate Athletic Board’s (IAB) decision not to reinstate baseball. Steve Ackerknecht will provide additional information on the IAB’s decision for *Coby Now*.

**Campus Conversations** – Dr. Vancko announced she will host a series of discussions to share information and allow faculty and staff to ask questions about issues of special interest to the campus. The first discussion will focus on budget. Dates and times will be announced in *Coby Now*.

**Event Protocol** – Regina LaGatta will arrange a meeting with various stakeholders to determine protocol for welcoming visiting VIPs.

**Residence Hall Apartment Complex** – A number of potential building sites are being reviewed to determine the best and most cost effective way to provide new housing options for our students.

**Student Employment Policy** – Cabinet members approved a policy, which summarizes the rights and responsibilities of student employees and their supervisors. The policy will be posted on the Human Resources web pages.